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Abstract. In this work, we formulate this segmentation problem into
two sub-task: 1) kidney segmentation 2) tumor segmentation. In the first
task, three 2D CNN are used to separate the kidney(including tumor
)region with background (two class segmentation). In the second task,
one 3D CNN and one two channel 2D CNN are used to separate detect
and refine tumor within a relative smaller image region.
Keywords: Prostate Segmentation · Deep learning · Coarse-to-fine ·
Convexity-preserving.
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Kidney segmentation

Let an CT image be X and the corresponding ground truth segmentation be Y
where yi = 1 indicates a foreground voxel (including kidney and tumor). Both
image size and voxel size are usually varied for clinical dataset. Since spatially
inconsistent data might not be ideal for machine learning applications, we firstly
interpolated all the dataset to the same voxel size d×h×w but the corresponding
image size D × H × W still varied. Previous coarse-fo-fine work [?] inspires us
to make use of a coarsely predicted segmentation mask to constrain the input
region with the same image size and the same pixel size. In other words, we
use one CNN (coarse segmentation model C) to find the rough location of the
kidney and then use another CNN (fine segmentation model F) to localize the
kidney more accurately. We also design a CNN (abnormal correction model A)
to correct the ill segmentation in coarse stage. C, A and F have the same network
architecture and the architecture used in this work is U-net [4].
1.1

Training

Firstly, we divide each 3D volume X, Y into a set of 2D slices {x, y} with image
size H × W and pixel size h × w. The 2D slices are typically isotropic in terms
of both size and resolution, i.e., H = W and h = w. Otherwise, resizing and
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padding can be easily adopted to make the 2D slices isotropic. For 2D slices of
different subjects, either the image size or the pixel size can be different.
To begin our C2F segmentation pipeline, we conduct two-fold preprocessing.
On the one hand, we directly resize all {x, y} to be of the same image size
H C × W C (this transformation is denoted as RW ) and obtain 2D image and
ground truth pairs {xC , yC }, which are then fed into a coarse segmentation
model C : pC = f (WC , xC ), where WC denotes the model parameters and pC
is the predicted mask at the coarse stage. On the other hand, we crop images
with the same pixel size (w × h mm2 ) to obtain image patches of the same image
size W F × H F surrounding a single kidney (this transformation is denotes as C F ).
The processed images and labels {xF , yF } are then fed into a fine segmentation
model F : pF = f (WF , xF ). To train a abnormal correction model A, the similar
cropping operation C A was used along sagittal plane to get a image patches with
the same image size (DA × H A ) as well the same pixel size (d × h mm2 ).
In the context of a deep segmentation networks, the Dice loss L(p, y) is optimized with respects to W via gradient back-propagation. The objective function
is
N
1 ∑
W∗ = arg min
L(pn , yn ),
(1)
W N
n=1
where N denotes the total number of samples, W∗ denotes the optimal weights
obtained from the training procedure. After the training process, W∗C , W∗A
and W∗F are saved.
1.2

Testing

The overall testing flow chart is shown in Fig. 1 and the voxel spacing of input
images has been normalized to be d × h × w like training stage. The image
transformation operations RW and cropping operation C F and C A are similar to
that used in training stage. The only difference is that the cropping operation
refer the ground truth in training stage but refer the coarse segmentation in
−F
testing stage. R−1
and C −A respectively denote their inverse transformation
W ,C
operations.
Coarse-to-fine prediction At the coarse segmentation stage, we resize all 2D
CT slices x at the axial view to be of image size H C × W C and predict the coarse
segmentation results SC by
pC = f (WC∗ , RW (x))
C
SC = {R−1
W (p )}.

(2)

where {·} denote composing all axial sliced segmentation results pC of one 3D
coarse segmentation results SC for each 3D CT image X.
And then SC will be judged according to the criterion defined in 1.2. Under
different circumstances, the mask M used to guided fine segmentation stage is
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the kidney segmentation

defined by.

{
M=

SC ,
{C

−A

Normal
A∗

A

C

(f (W , C (x, S )))}, Abnormal

(3)

For normal case, SC was directly set as M. For abnormal case, SC was used to
decide the centroid in sagittal plane and the cropping operation C A was used to
get image patches with size DA × H A . C −A was used to pad the predication to
original size using 0.
At the fine segmentation stage, we crop the resultant images to obtain image
patches of image size H F ×W F according to the separated centroid in axial plane
decided by M. Two kidneys are predicted separately in fine segmentation stage
by
SF = {C −F (f (WF∗ , C F (x, M)))}
(4)
Abnormal detection A typical drawback of coarse-to-fine strategy is that the
performance of the fine model depends on that of the coarse model. For example,
most of people have two kidneys, however there are a few only have one kidney.
As shown in Fig. 1, the abnormal coarse segmentation result is fail to detect the
whole kidney.
For these abnormal cases, we design an automatic abnormal detection method
based on component analysis and correct it using a CNN 1 . Specifically, we first
extract all sub structures of the coarse segmentation result SC using connected
component analysis [5]. The voxel number of each sub structures can be counted.
1

This abnormal correction can also be designed as an iterative model. But based on
our experience, one iteration is enough for most of cases.
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Given that kidney volumes were 202 ± 36 ml for men and 154 ± 33 ml for women
[6] and we have normalized all image to the same voxel size at the beginning,
we can set a threshold voxel number T Hvn to count the kidney number Nkidney .
Based on Nkidney detected in SC , we define a discriminate criterion like
{

1.3

Nkidney = 2,
Normal
else,
Abnormal

(5)

Implementation Details

The normalized spacing size d × h × w was set as 3 × 0.7816 × 0.7816 mm3
as the public dataset has the interpolated version with this voxel spacing. The
normalized image size in three CNN models (C, A, F) are set as H C = W C = 128,
H A = 256, DA = 64, and H F = W F = 160 empirically. The threshold voxel
number T Hvn was set as 10000, which is roughly equal to 18 ml based on previous
setting voxel spacing. We set this value relative lower to the real kidney volume
to reduce the false negative rate and this value is larger enough to remove the
noisy small lesions and judge the predicted kidney number. The hardware and
software we used is the same as that introduced in [7]

2

Kidney tumor detection and segmentation

As shown in Fig. 2, the inputs are sampled within the bounding box decided by
fine segmentation results.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the tumor segmentation.
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3D CNN with Dense training

The tumor usually occupies a very small part of an CT volume. To balance the
distribution of training samples from different segmentation class, N 3D patch
pairs x and y are randomly selected from the X and Y via the sampling method
in Dense training [2] in each epoch. In other words, the center of N/3 samples
are in the background, N/3 samples are in the kidney region and the othesr are
in the tumor. The architecture we used is 3D FCN with a long skip connection
[3]. Let Θ be the network parameters (i.e., convolution weights and biases) of
model M and p(yi |xi ; Θ) be the predicted probability of image path xi . The
negative log-likelihood loss can be formulated as:
L(Θ; xi , yi ) = −

N
1 ∑
log(p(yi |xi ; Θ)).
N i=1

(6)

It is also know as the cross entropy loss in our binary segmentation setting.
2.2

Two channel 2D CNN

We find that patch-based 3D CNN segmentation results are usually discrete and
have some false negative in term of tumor segmentation. As such, we trained
a two channel 2D CNN T with CT image and kidney (including tumor) mask
as two channel input and tumor as output. For this model, the training data
was mixed by all slices that contain tumor and the same number of randomly
sampled slices that didn’t contain tumor.
2.3

Automatic abnormal correction

In the kidney segmentation stage, we also design a abnormal detection and
correction method based on prior knowledge. The abnormal situation can be
divided into two sides.
2.4

Residual tumor lesion out of ROI

To make the overall results robust, we pad a frame with size 30 around the SF
and decided a bounding box for 3D CNN to detect tumor. However, there are a
few tumor lesions detected out of SF . We decide a criteria that keep the lesions
if they are connected to SF and remove it otherwise.
2.5

No tummor detected in 3D CNN detection results

We have prior knowledge that one or more kidney tumors are existing for each
subject [8]. But there are a few dataset that are judged as non-tumor (or just
small number of pixels) by our 3D CNN, such as the testing cases 214, 220, 234
and 254,. In such situation, the two channel 2D CNN are used through whole
tumors region to reduce false negative rate. Please be noted, the two channel 2D
CNN are used within detected tumor region by 3D CNN to reduce false positive
rate.
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